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Suggested Materials List

Paints (from a tube) Kitchen sponge – large 4x7x2” - very important

Palette with exta large mixing area Large wide mouth jar for water

Paper Pencil

Brushes Eraser

Paper:  
Paper is where quality matters most. Choose a professional grade watercolor paper such as Arches, Windsor 
and Newton, Lanaquarelle, etc.  You want 140# at the minimum, 300# will be better for avoiding warping if 
you do not stretch paper, or opt for a watercolor block, which is partially stretched.  Bring a number of small 
sheets around 8x10 or 9x12.  You may want smaller scraps or cheaper paper for exercises.

Paints:
Grumbacher Academy watercolors are a very decent student grade option, which cost much less than 
professional grade paints but still have a nice gooey consistency and good color.  If you are ready to spend 
more, there are many good options.  I like M Graham, Daniel Smith, and Windsor and Newton.  You will 
need 7-8 colors, and I highly recommend including ultramarine blue and burnt umber.  The first color listed 
is what I suggest in the Grumbacher Academy line.  The Academy paints are “hues,” non-toxic alternatives 
to the heavy metal ingredients, but the professional brands may include toxins.  There are other color 
suggestions for avoiding some of the heavy metals.  

Warm Red: cadmium red med or quiacridone red Cool Red: alizarin crimson

Warm Yellow: cadmium yellow med or new gamboge Cool Yellow: cadmium yellow pale or hansa light

Warm Blue: french ultramarine blue Cool Blue: pthalo blue

Dark: indigo, payne’s gray, or neutral tint burnt umber

Brushes:
You will want a 1” flat brush, a medium large round brush #10 or #12, and a small round brush #2 or #4.  
You want round brushes that come to a fine, clean point.  If you have these, there is no need to purchase 
anything new.  Simply Simmons and Blick Golden Taklon are very decent, very inexpensive options.  
Simply Simmons can be found at Michael’s or online, Blick’s brand is available at dickblick.com.  Brush 
sizes are not consistent between manufacturers, one brand’s #10 may be the same size as another brand’s 
#14, so if you’re ordering online, look at the actual measurements.  I like the #12 Blick Golden Taklon, for 
size comparison.  I use Jack Richeson, Escoda, Princeton, Blick Master Synthetic Kolinsky, and Utrecht.  

Palette:
I like the Pike Palette, or if I’m traveling and space is tight, I will use the Mijello airtight folding palette.  For
a very affordable option, the classic round, 10 well palette (with a lid) costs about $2.  My preference is for 
nice, large wells of paint for ease of use with the 1” brush, and an extra large mixing area.  If you have a 
palette that works for you, stick with that, but be sure you have a lot of mixing space.  If not, bring an extra 
mixing tray or two, which can be as simple as saving the lids from white plastic food containers, like cool 
whip or a yogurt tub.  The Mijello palette is available at Michael’s, dickblick.com has the 10 well palette and
lid.  Spokane Art Supply carries the John Pike palette, and it is also available online.


